THE ORIGINAL IN-FLOOR POOL AND SPA CLEANING SYSTEM

SUPERIOR CIRCULATION
Most pools circulate water from surface inlets, resulting in loss or uneven distribution of valuable chemicals, heat and water. Poor circulation can also contribute to algae and bacteria growth. Caretaker™ prevents this type of growth by optimizing the distribution of chemicals and heat, and circulation of clean water throughout the entire pool.

ENERGY EFFICIENT
While a Caretaker system ensures a cleaner, healthier pool, it also uses less energy, chemicals and equipment runtime, significantly reducing annual maintenance costs.

MAXIMUM CLEANING COVERAGE
With cleaning heads that rotate through 18 positions in a full 360°, the powerful Caretaker system efficiently rids the pool of debris, ensures complete and reliable coverage, and minimizes the time required for maintenance.

ADJUSTABLE AND FLEXIBLE
Six nozzle sizes maximize the flow needed for select areas and allow customized flow for steps, benches, and swim outs. Our unique collar design provides flexible positioning of heads for maximum cleaning power.

OUR CUSTOM DESIGN SERVICES
Caretaker’s™ highly trained technicians will provide your pool builder with a customized Caretaker certified pool design. The design provides all information required to ensure that your Caretakers system cleans 99% of your pool, optimizes equipment performance, and provides complete circulation of water, heat, and chemicals.

Zodiac Rewards
Zodiac Rewards is the largest and most successful sales incentive program for swimming pool builders, retailers for swimming pool care supplies and pool service companies. Members can earn additional points with each Caretaker purchase.

relax, let your pool do all the work
Imagine a pool that efficiently cleans itself, circulates its own water, and saves money while giving you more time to enjoy it. With a Caretaker™ in-floor pool and spa cleaning system, that's exactly what you'll have. Each Caretaker system is custom designed for the unique size and shape of your pool. It is installed to fit flush with your pool floor, making it virtually invisible to the eye as it continuously works to keep your pool clean and its water properly circulated and chemically balanced. The Caretaker system replaces vacuum hoses and other stand-alone pool cleaners so your pool area is uncluttered and always ready to be enjoyed.

“Caretaker is a no-brainer for the pool owner wanting a zero-hassle system to maintain a clean and beautiful pool.”


SELF-CLEANING POOL TECHNOLOGY

Water is directed by the Caretaker valve to cleaning heads located strategically throughout your pool. During each cleaning cycle, a group of two or more heads rise slightly from the floor to project a powerful stream of water that propels debris towards the main drain. This thorough process efficiently cleans 99% of your pool while circulating water, chemicals, and heat in a fraction of the time it would take other pool cleaning systems.

OWN THE SELF-CLEANING POOL YOU’VE ALWAYS WANTED

EFFICIENTLY CLEANS 99% OF YOUR POOL
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